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Bruckmann KEVII Penny Stamps
Attractive pieces come onto the market

A recent sale by Corbitts of Newcastle had two interesting items from the Bruckmann material that has been
reaching the philatelic market for the past few years.

The sale catalogue for item one read:  “1913 Tender Essay by Bruckman (sic) of Munich, Germany, six
impressions of the KEVII One Penny value in red showing a reversed image on rough buff paper, probably
printer's waste, some creasing nevertheless an unusual and scarce piece.” With an estimate of £400 to £500,
it realised £400.

De La Rue Giori and St. Christopher
Not strictly a British dummy stamp, but issued by part of the
DLR Group, so deemed of relevance to these pages

Overleaf will be found the progressive engravings produced
for the St Christopher design alongside with further information
and imagery relating to the issue on the following pages. *

A second item was described as “1913 piece of water-
marked paper showing impressions in black of KEVII
1d (2) & Russia Nicholas II 7k, Ex. Bruckman (sic) of
Munich.” With an estimate of £500 to £700, this item
sold for the minimum reserve price of £500.*
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^^Enlargement of complete coloured design to left.
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Your compiler loves his dummy stamps and engraving, so when the two come together,
there is nothing better!

Recently, German auctioneer Christoph Gaertner offered a lot relating to the DLRG
St Christopher issue and, as the item was really wanted, a rather large bid was placed.
Amazingly, it went for around the starting price, which was roughly 50% lower than when
previously offered!  The lot comprised:

DS52 pages 2 and 3 ~ a set of 11 single die stage proofs (including final stage in
monochrome and a uniquely coloured version in blue, green and brown).

DS52 page 4 ~ A complete sheet of 25 in full colour. As this was printed in double panes,
it is obvious that one pane was used for other purposes, as it did not form a part of the lot.

DS52 page 5 ~ A double pane sheet with folded vertical gutter in green ink only.

DS52 page 6 (above) ~ a “single die celluloid proof” in an unprinted folder. The left hand
film (second page of item) folds onto the top of the right hand (page three) to form a
complete coloured* design when viewed through the vertical rectangular cut-out that
forms page one. (* The scan does not really show the colours very well.)

The horizontal and vertical gutter

pairs did not form a part of the

auction lot, but are shown here

for completeness purposes.
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Don’t be Fooled 1
Not printed by Bradbury, Wilkinson

Offered at £11, these fantasy items had bidding
interest, despite them having been produced on a
home printer and bearing an All Fools Day date of
1 April 1937.

Please continue to buy whatever you want, it’s your
hobby after all and your compiler has no right to
influence your buying decisions, but surely £11
could be better spent?*

Don’t be Fooled 2
Not printed by De La Rue

Worded “De La Rue & Co” in the margins. £4 the
lot.*

Don’t be Fooled 3
Not printed by De La Rue

These two items both mention De La Rue, hence
inclusion here. Other non-DLR branded items were
offered in a £16 lot..*
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Walsall Dummy…or is it?
It appears to be an unrecorded dummy stamp, but….

Offered at £35, this gift folder from Tonga / Walsall
seems to have an unrecorded label on its reverse.

Your compiler attempted to ascertain if it was a
label printed onto the surface of the folder, or a
separate dummy stamp affixed to the folder.

Unfortunately the vendor failed to respond to two
enquiries, so the item was not purchased. Status?*

^ Back cover.

Don’t be Fooled 4
Oh come on!

A King George VI  1d red stamp has been affixed to
a black matte, which in turn has been affixed to the
1957 H&S Stampex card to conceal the ship design.

The Royal Warrant information relates to “The
Queen”, so how does the creator think that it could
possibly be a King George VI item? Save your
money! *

Autumn Stampex 2018
Can you support the show by attending?

Business Design Centre, Islington, LONDON N1.
Dates: 12th to 15th September 2018.
Nearest Tube Station: Angel (Northern Line).

OPENING TIMES:
Wednesday 12th September   11.00 to 7pm
Thursday 13th September      10.00 to 6pm
Friday 14th September          10.00 to 6pm
Saturday 15th September      10.00 to 5pm *



More on the DLR FDC
Potentially more important than first thought

Douglas N. Muir, Senior Curator, Philately at The
Postal Museum kindly contacted your compiler after
issue DS51 appeared regarding what had appeared
to be a damaged De La Rue First Day Cover.

He pointed out that the strips had been cut rather
than torn and it was this that had alerted him to the
possibility of it being an Aubrey Walker test item.

Douglas wrote: “I suspect that the 9d stamp is either
not normal or comes from sheets supplied to the
Post Office Chemist, who at that time would have
been Aubrey Walker.

“Firstly, all sheets of new stamps (and all essays)
were supplied in advance to the P.O. Chemist for
analysis – colour, phosphor reactions etc. Delacryl
was a ‘new’ printing process so I am sure they
would have been testing reactions very carefully.
The way they did this was to cut vertical strips from
areas exactly such on the FDC for testing, which
normally were not replaced.

“So what has happened here? One of two things I
think. Either the strips were indeed replaced on the
sheets of stamps and returned to DLR – who then
produced first day covers without realising what had
happened. [Not too likely, in my view, but
possible.] Or this is a test item, i.e. produced by
Aubrey who did not want to waste the particular
stamp, and addressed it to his colleague in the
security printing department. It has an Aubrey ‘feel’
about it and of course his material came on the
market some time ago.

“We have a lot of later material with the slits, but of
course it just looks damaged that way. It all came
from the Quality Assurance laboratories.”

The cover sold for £33.66 and there were six bids,
so the interest and price for the ‘damaged’ cover
was more than one might have expected, but it is
thought unlikely that the purchaser will have
realised the significance of their purchase. *
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Questa Prints Nelson in Reverse
OK, probably not their fault but an interesting error

Back in 1980, Gibraltar issued a stamp series that
commemorated the 175th anniversary of the death
of Horatio Nelson.  When the 3p was designed, the
image used was originally portrayed in reverse.

The error stamps had been
printed in five colours
(CMYK, plus light brown),
while the replacement was
in CMYK only. It is said
that only 50 copies of the
error are on the open market.

Tom Pierron’s catalogue of
errors values the mistake
at £450 for a single copy.

How the error escaped is
unclear. *

Nelson facing left. Error in plate block of four.

The error was not corrected on the FDC envelope design.

The corrected
version.

                          ^                                       ^
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...and finally
I always welcome details of new dummy finds from
printers past and present, and so invite you to write via
my Guest Book at stampprinters.info/guestbook.htm,
where requests to subscribe to DS can also be made.
    Business, family and other commitments to the hobby
mean that I cannot guarantee that I can rigidly stick to a
publishing programme and therefore suggest that you
visit stampprinters.info/dummystamps.htm every so
often where PDF files of this and all future and previous
issues of Dummy Stamps will be available to download
and print-off.

Thank you. * 

Post Office Stamp Seminar
Nice poster discovered online

The 20” x 30” poster illustrated below was designed
by John Pasche Design and was used at the 1970
Stamp Design Seminar held at the Royal Academy
of Arts (RCA).

“A wall next to the seminar entrance was covered in
posters to echo the way that the individual stamps
on the poster make up the larger one.”

The poster was not offered for sale, but was part of
the website of the designer. *

McCorquodale
Update
Sheet size revealed

A reader kindly wrote
in about the dummy
item from issue 51
(the ‘West India’
4a. essay).

We now know the
sheet size at long
last (10 x 10 without
marginal marks). *

Scottish Congress Post and Go
The organisers probably paid for the base stock

Example label below, plus some of  the emoji
designs that could be applied. Printed by Cartor.*

<<< OK, not a
dummy stamp
as such, but a
nice item to
depict here.

http://www.stampprinters.info/SPI_GuestBook.htm
http://www.stampprinters.info/SPI_GuestBook.htm
http://www.stampprinters.info/dummystamps.htm

